Leverage analytics

Analytics essentials

Analytics 101
Learn how analytics can support growth, share the value of Skills with your team, and demonstrate the ROI of Skills with leadership.

Understanding analytics reports
Find an overview of analytics reports data, and search a complete glossary of analytics terms.

Analytics topics
- How analytics data follows learners
- Course progress vs. view time
- Filtering analytics with nested teams
- Automating reporting with the Reports API

Analytics reports

Channels: basic
Monitor your team's progress along each of your company's channels.

Channels: advanced
Gain deeper insight into channel usage for individual learners on your team.
Content
View the video courses, labs, and projects your team has completed.

Roles: basic
Gain strategic insight into your learners' engagement with Role IQ.

Roles: advanced
Gain deeper insight into role usage for individual learners on your team.

Skills inventory: basic
Monitor how proficiency levels are distributed across the team.

Skills inventory: advanced
Spot opportunities to guide specific individuals' development.

Usage
See which courses are the most popular with your team and how often they learn.

Users
Find your top learners and discover how your team uses the Skills platform.

If you need help, please contact Pluralsight Support.